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Category:Film and video Category:Broadcast engineeringSen. Bernie Sanders Bernie SandersNYT
editorial board remembers Ginsburg: She 'will forever have two legacies' Two GOP governors urge
Republicans to hold off on Supreme Court nominee Sanders knocks McConnell: He's going against
Ginsburg's 'dying wishes' MORE (I-Vt.) on Thursday accused President Trump and his administration of
ignoring federal grants to states, saying they want to deny “free healthcare, education and transportation.”
“By contrast, in Trump’s America, we’re told by federal officials that they want to deny people free
healthcare, free education, transportation, child care,” Sanders said at a rally in New Hampshire. “They’re
going to take food away from the mouth of children, because the Trump administration says we are going
to put $80 billion of public money into the hands of wealthy and well-connected farmers.”
ADVERTISEMENT “That’s a radical idea in America. That is communism. That’s what the so-called
Republicans passed when [Trump] first came in. And that’s what they’re proposing for the American
people,” he said. Rep. Donna Edwards (D-Md.) later added that one of the “first acts” of Trump’s
administration was to cut funding for subsidized housing in 24 states. “[Trump] is cutting funding for
housing,” she said. “Housing means having a roof over our head, having health insurance, having a place
to live.” “In other words, what is happening in this administration is that it’s the same old racist and
xenophobic ideas that have been embedded in our laws and our history for the last 50, 60, 70 years,” she
said. Sanders and Edwards were introducing a resolution that, if passed, would mean that all presidential
and vice presidential debates between now and the 2020 election will take place in the state where the
DNC is based. Sens. Cory Booker Cory Anthony BookerThe movement to reform animal agriculture has
reached a tipping point Watchdog confirms State Dept. canceled award for journalist who criticized
Trump 3 reasons why Biden is misreading the politics of court packing MORE (D-N.J.) and Amy
Klobuchar Amy KlobucharSocial media platforms put muscle into National Voter Registration Day
Battle
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